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Reading Worksheet Name:   

Grade:   

11  Read. Why does the narrator give the puppy cheese? 

We’ve got a new puppy. She’s only very small but she thinks she’s 
the biggest dog in the world. She’s not scared of anything; she 

growls at bigger dogs. I think they laugh at her. 

She chases everything in the sky: birds, planes, kites. She jumps 
up high and tries to bite them. 

Mum and dad told me I could have a puppy but only if I trained 
her. I’m trying to train her but it’s not easy. She likes cheese, I 

show her a piece and I tell her to sit. She sits for a moment. Then 
she gets bored and starts jumping around. Training a puppy is a 
lot of work, but I’m not going to give up. All I need to do is be more 
interesting than butterflies and cheese! Hmm, how do I do that?

Look at that baby    Look at that baby    88
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We say:
Do you like mangos? Do you like dancing?

Yes, I do. / No, I don’t. Yes, I do. / No, I don’t.

Would you like a mango? Would you like to go dancing?
Yes, please. / No, thank you. Yes, I would. / No, thank you.
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22   Read the text again and match the pictures to the 
paragraphs.

33   Read the text again and answer.

1  Are big dogs scared of the puppy? How do you know?

  . 

2  Is it easy to train a dog? How do you know?

   . 

3  Does the girl enjoy training the puppy?

   . 

4  Do you think the girl can train the puppy? Why? / Why not?

   . 

44   Read the text again and find five words with the ai 
sound. Then write. 

.

55  Add more words with the ai sound to Activity 4. 

Big dogs aren’t scared of the puppy. They laugh at her

Kite,


